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Our goal at Ramatuelle Beachwear is to deliver the perfect swim shorts for the 
fashion conscious modern man. We will make sure that you’re ready for the 
summer and that you look cool in your Ramatuelle swim shorts. 
LIKE FATHER LIKE SON. We also have a complete boy’s swimwear collection 
which replicate the adult patterns in smaller sizes. This makes it perfect for father 
and son to match on vacation. 
Our products are inspired by the Riviera lifestyle. Just as the Cote d’Azur, our 
swim shorts are luxurious and they provide the ultimate summer feeling. As de-
signers we continuously observe our surroundings to find things we can use in 
our Beachwear designs. We find beautiful colour combinations in nature like the 
colours in a sunset, landscapes and life under the sea. We combine small pieces 
of inspiration that we found, we find the essence of the things we like and use it 
to create our own unique designs.
SUSTAINABLE FABRICS: Because we want to contribute in the healthiness of 
our oceans, we are working with recycled fabrics made out of plastic bottles. 
JOIN US TO THIS JOURNEY AND BUY YOUR RAMATUELLE SWIM SHORTS 
THIS SUMMER!

ENZYME WASHED: A treatment that makes the gar-
ment look used.

RECYCLED: The outer fabric of these shorts is made 
100% from recycled bottles.

KID’S SIZES: We also have the sizes for the small 
ones of the family! *Sometimes in different colours.

PEACH SKIN: The fabric has been treated for it to 
be smooth to the touch.

LOTUS EFFECT: The fabric has gone under a treat-
ment that makes it water repellent. Extra quick dry.

SHARP MEMORY FABRIC: This fabric is easily iron-
able by striking it with your hand.

Characteristics of some of our products:

BRUSHED NYLON: Fabric treated with a brushing 
process to give a softer and warmer finish.

SEERSUCKER: Lightweight 3D fabric with a puck-
ered appearance. It is held away from the skin facil-
itating heat dissipation and air circulation. 

FABRIC WITH SPANDEX: Fabric with 5-6% elastic 
fibres to give the garment a comfortable stretch fit.

INNER BRIEF: Inner brief with soft elastic on the leg 
opening for extra comfort.



Corse

Dare to wear and tan your great legs! Corse 
has all Ramatuelle details such as contrast pip-
ing and fluor orange cord. This fitted four way 
stretch swim slip made of heavy quality 4-way 
stretch fabric, front panel lined for extra com-
fort. Elastic and drawcord in waistband.

Charcoal NavyCornflowerCeleste

78% nylon
22% spandex



Bo
rn

eo
Daniel Craig as 007 in the movie “Casino 
Royale” set this trend for the fitted swim 
shorts. First re-introduced by Grigio Perla, 
but soon followed by other fashion brands. 
This fitted four way stretch Swim Trunk is a 
must for every men’s suitcase. Manly and 
sturdy. Trendy fit with short legs. Heavy 
quality 4-way stretch fabric. Orange pip-
ing in side seam. Drawcord and elastic in 
waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex

BlackCharcoal

Navy

CornflowerCeleste

KhakiFluor Orange



Tiga, boa vista, mabul

This swim short has the same cut and 
fabric as the Borneo, one of the favou-
rites from the brand. However, we’ve 
added a bit of fun to the classic model 
making it in three different geometrical 
patterns. Good quality 4-way stretch 
fabric. Navy piping on side seam. Navy 
drawcord and elastic in waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex



78% nylon
22% spandex

Sabah was created based on the 
success of style Borneo. Tight fit-
ted swim shorts with round curved 
leg opening, multi-colour panels, 
contrast piping and fluor orange 
inserts at the sideseam. The look 
is sporty, yet very fashionable. 
Manly and sturdy. Trendy fit with 
shorts legs.  

Sabah

Charcoal CornflowerCeleste



Jamaica

Trendy short style swim shorts 
with round curved pockets. 
Available in three classical co-
lours with linen colour stitches 
and both elastic and drawcord 
in the waistband. Jamaica has 
a short leg. Great for short guys 
but also for those tall ones who 
like to show their legs. The Nylon 
Taslan fabric is treated with lotus 
effect which gives it a quick dry! 
Jamaica has both, elastic and a 
drawcord in the waistband.

100% nylon taslan

Charcoal NavyCornflower



Ill
es

Short style swim shorts. This design also uses 
geometrical patterns to follow the last trend. 
Seams, cord  and embroidery in linen colour for 
a delicate contrast. It has pockets in the laterals, 
back and interior to maximise it’s usability. Help 
us save the planet and get your sustainable 
swim shorts from Ramatuelle, made of recycled 
bottles. 100% polyester microfibre peach finish.   

Celeste Coral Red

100% polyester



Santorini

Beautiful classic style basic swimsuit with 
stitching tone on tone and contrast embroi-
dery and cord in the waistband. A timeless 
item and an excellent companion through 
multiple holidays. The peach skin microfiber 
fabric feels soft and comfortable and dries 
quickly. A perfect basic with Ramatuelle de-
tails.

100% polyester

Celeste Fluor OrangeNavyIndigo

Red KhakiGreen



Magic Print

At first sight you would think it’s a basic solid colour 
swimsuit, but this changes the moment you go into the 
water. Immediately a tone on tone print appears, and 
then automatically disappears when dried. Two pock-
ets in the side seam, one in the interior, and another 
with Velcro closure in the back. Get ready for a magic 
summer! What are you waiting for?

100% polyester

Navy

Khaki

Black

Fluor Orange

Deep Sea

Green

Indigo

Red

Celeste



Tahiti

Great Classic fit, basic swim shorts, with 
contrast colour edge on waistband. Nylon 
Taslan fabric with peach finish for a soft 
touch and a lotus effect treatment for a quick 
dry. Tahiti has both, elastic and draw cord 
in the waistband, which provides a good fit-
ting. Available in many colors, great father 
and son match.

100% nylon taslan

PeachNavy Red Green

Charcoal IndigoCornflowerCeleste



Fo
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This swim short fabric is made 
with 58% cotton, 47% nylon, 
and 3% elastane which makes 
it a bit elastic and very comfort-
able. The waistband has both: 
elastic and drawcord. Two side 
pockets, a big back pocket with 
pocket flap and an inside coin 
pocket. Tone on tone stitches 
and subtle contrasts make these 
shorts look sturdy. Because this 
product is very special we pack 
it in a paper gift box especially 
for you.

58% cotton
47% nylon
3% spandex

Navy

Ivory White CornflowerCeleste

KhakiGreen



Maldives

Maldives is our new solid for 2020. In three 
classic colours with nylon Taslan fabric. We’ve 
taken care of all the details. With several pock-
ets (interior and exterior), navy embroidery and 
elegant metal cord stoppers. It also has an inner 
mesh for comfortable fitting. This is a comfort-
able swim short which can be used easily as a 
resort wear too. The fabric is treated with lotus 
effect and it dries very quickly after getting wet.

100% nylon

RedNavyCeleste



Caicos

Classic fit swim shorts. Stylish, 
comfortable, breathing and 
quick dry. The two tone pinstripe 
lightweight crispy fabric has un-
dergone a special treatment for 
a quick dry. This model has the 
well known Ramatuelle contrast 
details in fluor orange: piping in 
side seam and back, drawstring 
in the waistband and the logo 
embroidered. Classic yet fash-
ionable! Surely a topper in the 
collection. 

100% polyester

Delphin

Deep Sea

IndigoCornflower

Khaki



Graig

Classic style swim shorts with ver-
tical stripe pattern. Comfy swim 
shorts in microfiber with a soft 
touch, a water repellent “Lotus” 
finish and a Ramatuelle twist. 
An outstanding basic for every 
men’s wardrobe. The waistband 
has both: elastic and drawcord. 
These shorts have two side pock-
ets, a  backpocket with pocket 
flap and very nice details. Inside 
ticket pocket. 

Forget Me Not PinkNavy

100% polyester



Caledonia

Caledonia is made of a 2 tone striped 
fabric, with a contrast boarding on the 
waistband. Classic swim shorts style 
with both elastic and a drawstring. This 
lightweight crispy fabric has undergone 
a special treatment called lotus effect 
that makes the swim short to dry as soon 
as you get out of the water. Stylish, com-
fortable, breathing and quick dry.  

100% polyamide

Deep SeaForget Me Not



Anse

Classic fit swim short. This beau-
tiful garment is one of the gems 
of the collection. It is 100% 
sustainable peach skin polyes-
ter fabric made out of recycled 
bottles. Geometric patterns are 
a fashion icon in swimwear this 
season. With this modern rhom-
boid look you are going to look 
sharp on the beach. These swim 
shorts dry quickly and have a 
nice “peachy“ touch. It has four 
pockets. Two lateral, one on the 
back and another interior. It 
makes it a very convenient piece. 
Seam tone on tone for a discrete 
contrast. 
  

100% polyester

Celeste Dark GreenDeep Sea



Pied de Poule

Pied de poule, another classic 
brought to the present moment. We 
have made this model with stretch-
ing fabric in order to maximise 
comfort. Piping tone on tone, cord 
and embroidery in navy and met-
al branded cord stoppers. We’ve 
thought of every detail: 3 exterior 
pockets and one interior one, navy 
embroidery, metal cord stoppers, 
and 2 nice exterior labels on the 
back pocket. This swim short also 
has a smaller version for the kids of 
the family. We love to match father 
and son in order to make the best 
pictures while in holidays.

58% cotton
47% nylon
3% spandex

GreenLapis Navy



Zig Zag

This swim short ticks all the boxes. With a dis-
creet zig-zag pattern, dark colour with navy 
sewings, embroidery and details. Although it is 
difficult to believe it is made with plastic bottles. 
2020 is that summer when you can be stylish 
while making the world a cleaner place. This 
model also has been treated with lotus effect, 
which makes the fabric to dry very quickly after 
leaving the water. Also treated with a peach ef-
fect that makes the fabric silky and soft to touch. 
We have the same design for kids so that father 
and son can match on beach and boardwalk. 
  

100% polyester

Dark green



St Barth

St. Barth swim shorts are made of a seersucker fabric 
with small yarn dyed checkers. Seersucker is woven 
in such a way that some threads bunch together, giv-
ing the fabric a puckered surface that causes the fab-
ric to be mostly held away from the skin when worn, 
facilitating heat dissipation and air circulation. The 
fabric is light weighted. You will never feel sticky with 
these ones! Available in a nice range of colours for 
both father and son.

100% polyester

SharkNavy Khaki Deep SeaCobalt

Same model as Saint 
Barth but with an em-
broidered pattern of 
small sharks swimming 
in different directions. 
The fabric is seersucker, 
which helps to dry fast-
er, with air circulation, 
and also with the fabric 
not sticking to the skin. 
The shorts feel light, are 
stylish and very com-
fortable.

Cobalt

100% polyester

St
 V

in
ce

nt



Anguilla

Classic fit swim shorts, printed with checker 
in bright colours and soft grey contrast. The 
fabric is soft and peachy and has a lotus 
finish to provide a quick dry effect that will 
give you the best comfort once you are out 
of water. It has two lateral pockets and one 
on the back with pocket flap. Anguilla has a 
wide fitting range because of the elastic and 
drawcord inside the waistband. It comes with  
metal cord-stoppers with the logo embossed. 

100% polyester

Lapis Yellow PinkIndigo



Ba
ha
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Bahamas are classic fit swim 
shorts, made in nylon taslan 
with a fish print. The elastic 
waistband, the drawcord, and 
the seam are fluor orange and 
provide a perfect fitting. The 
fabric has been treated for it to 
be smooth and water repellent. 
It has two lateral pockets, and 
one interior one. We also have 
sizes for kids.

100% polyamide

Cornflower FegatoNavy

100% polyester

Cornflower Navy Red

With a classic fit, made with nylon Taslan, and with 
an all-over pattern of carps swimming. We have this 
model in 5 colours: cornflower, fegato, navy, red and 
khaki. The elastic waistband, the drawcord, and the 
seam are fluor orange and provide a perfect fitting. 
The fabric has been treated with peach effect, which 
makes it softer, and with lotus effect, which makes it 
water repellent. for it to be smooth and water repel-
lent. It has two lateral pockets and one interior one. 
We also have sizes for kids.

Belize



Monkey
The Monkey swim short is inspired in the 
Monkey Island. With a fun monkey pattern, 
we have it for adults and for kids. It is made 
with recycled fabric and treated with lotus 
effect for a quick-dry and with peach skin 
for a silky touch. It has two lateral pockets, 
one on the back with a flap and one in the 
interior. The cord and the logo from the 
brand are embroidered in fluor orange and 
the stitching is tone on tone. With a classic 
fit and elastic on the waist, the fit is very 
comfortable.

100% polyester

KhakiCeleste Navy



Bounty

Bounty has a fun pattern that 
combines coconuts and palm 
leaves on stripe background. 
Available in three classic colours: 
celeste, navy and khaki. This 
swim short is ecofriendly, made 
with plastic bottles. Embroidery, 
stitching and waist cord are navy. 
It has metal cord stoppers, three 
exterior pockets and one interior. 
Because we know kids will love 
this model we have also made it 
in smaller sizes! This summer dad 
and son will match perfectly on 
the beach and boardwalk.

100% polyester

Celeste Khaki



Ice Cream

In four colours, this item has a micro pattern 
of delicious yummy icecreams. It is made 
with stretch fabric to maximise comfort. For 
the same reason, it also has an inner mesh 
with elastic on the leg openings.  Embroi-
dery, stitching and waist cord are tone on 
tone. Available for big and small boys!

58% cotton
47% nylon
3% spandex

GreedNavy Red



North Sea

Classic fit swim shorts. This design 
has a camouflage pattern com-
bined with the Ramatuelle turtle. 
Available in a mix of blue and a 
mix of khaki tones with fluor or-
ange contrasts, to give it the Ra-
matuelle look! Sustainable peach 
skin fabrics have been used, we 
care about the environment! It 
has back, lateral and inner pock-
ets. Father son sizes available.

100% polyester

Khaki Dark GreenNavy



Palm Beach

Trendy swim shorts in a palm-printed peach 
skin twill fabric. The tone on tone printed 
shades give these shorts a used look. An 
item with a low waistband, elastic and a 
drawstring with branded cord ends. Both, 
logo embroidery and stitching, are made 
in linen colour. These swim shorts have two 
lateral pockets and one on the inside of the 
waistband. Palm Beach is available in kha-
ki and in a variety of bright colours: yellow, 
blue and red.   

100% polyester

Cornflower RedYellow Khaki



Miami

The print is inspired by vintage postcards and 
Miami Beach. These classic style shorts have a 
waistband with a navy edge and both elastic 
and draw cord inside waistband for comfort. 
These shorts are made of a recycled microfibre 
fabric with a peach skin finish, for the soft touch. 
It has two convenient pockets at the side seam, 
and an interior one.  

100% polyester

Celeste



Cote d’Azur

The print takes different elements related to 
Côte d’Azur, South of France, to make a pat-
tern. These classic style shorts have a waistband 
with a navy edge and with both elastic and 
draw cord inside waistband for comfort. These 
shorts are made of 100% recycled microfibre 
fabric with a peach skin finish, for the soft touch. 
It has two pockets at the side seam, and a ticket 
pocket inside.  

100% polyester

Celeste



Fiji

The Fiji swimsuit is a classic model for all 
ages! With a tropical pattern which com-
bines flowers and maritime animals. The side 
and back yoke, are edged with a contrast 
piping, a characteristic of some of Ramatu-
elle’s designs. Microfiber peach skin fabric 
with “Lotus” finish.  A floral design to look 
awesome under the sun. Father & son sizes 
available. 

100% polyester

Celeste OrangeNavy Pink



Porto

These shorts have each a print of a “hotspot” at 
the Mediterranean sea. The khaki print shows 
Saint Tropez at the “Côte d’Azur”, France, and 
the coral red is, Porto Fino, in Italy. These classic 
style shorts have a waistband with both elastic 
and drawcord for comfort. They are made of 
100%  recycled microfibre fabric with a peach 
skin finish, for the soft touch. They have two con-
venient pockets at the side seam and an interior 
one. Classic yet different.

Coral Red Khaki

100% polyester



Co
m
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Classic fit swim shorts with a subtle elephant 
print. Made of a very soft 100% recycled 
microfibre fabric. A Savannaish print in 
beautiful pastel tones or dark colours. It 
also has two pockets on the laterals, one 
on the back and a ticket pocket which you 
can use to store your credit card, coins or 
the key of your hotel room. Help us save the 
planet in your new Ramatuelle swim shorts!

100% polyester

Navy GreenRed Dark Green



Tortola

Classic style swim shorts with a print inspired 
by tropical elements, pineapples and the 
iconic Ramatuelle turtle. With elastic and 
draw cord in waistband. In khaki and 3 beau-
tiful  pastels. Made of a very soft sustainable 
recycled microfibre fabric with peach skin 
finish. It has an inner pocket and two lateral 
ones. The Tortola is also available for boys. 

100% polyester

Celeste GreenPink Khaki



Zebra

Animal patterns are the trend this season. We 
created a nice “wild Life”  selection for you 
to choose from! Black and white Zebra’s on a 
background with tone on tone Turtles. Zebra’s 
in different positions go wild on beach and 
boardwalk. Classic fit. Tone on tone stitching, 
navy drawcords and elastic in waistband for an 
extra comfy fit. This swim short has been made 
with recycled fabric using plastic bottles. Save 
the planet in style! 

Celeste Coral Red

100% polyester



Cameron

Classic style shorts with a paisley print. 
The pattern originates from Persian Sas-
sanid dynasty and was brought to the UK 
by British soldiers. If you start looking for 
it you will find it everywhere! The peach 
finish gives the shorts a very nice and 
soft handfeel. The fabric has undergone 
a special treatment which we call “Lotus 
effect”, it makes the fabric water repellent 
without affecting the breathability of it. 
Two convenient pockets at the side seam, 
inside a small credit card pocket to keep 
tiny things. 

100% polyester

Celeste Navy Coral Red



Exuma

Short style swim shorts. These 
exclusive shorts have an all-over 
fish pattern embroidery in linen 
colour. The stitching and cord 
are also linen colour, which make 
these shorts look sturdy, but clas-
sic at the same time. With peach 
finish for a smooth touch and lotus 
effect for a quick dry, these swim 
shorts have all the ingredients to 
make you shine this summer. Ex-
uma is a real Gem! Therefore we 
carefully packed it for you in a 
great giftbox!  

100% polyester

Indigo KhakiRed



Ca
bo
Swim shorts with a discrete geometrical circle 
pattern. Waistband is flat in front and back and 
has elastic on the sides, smart look and great fit. 
These shorts have a zip fly and button closure. 
Seams tone on tone and navy colour drawcord 
and embroidery. It is made with 100% recy-
cled outer fabric and has undergone a peach 
treatment to give it a very soft touch. The lateral 
pocket has an extra inner pocket with zip.

100% polyester

Navy Dark Green

Perfect summer feeling! Wave pattern, light-
weight sustainable fabric. Waistband is flat in 
front and back and has elastic on the sides, for 
a smarter look combined with a comfortable fit. 
These shorts have a zip fly and button closure. 
Seams tone on tone and a navy colour cord and 
embroidery. The recycled fabric has undergone 
a peach treatment to give it a very soft touch. 
The lateral pocket has an extra inner pocket 
with zip.     

100% polyester

Celeste Deep Sea Dark Green

M
aui



Jarvis

Look good on beach and boardwalk! These 
shorts are tailored fit and very comfy thanks to 
a 3% spandex in it’s fabric composition. Made 
with a very soft cotton mix twill fabric and subtle 
details such as tone on tone stitching. The shorts 
have a zip fly and double snap button closure. 
These shorts have two side pockets, a big back 
one and also an inner tinny one. They are an 
outstanding piece of resort wear, and a must for 
every man’s suitcase. Wear them both on the 
shore and in the sea. 

58% cotton
47% nylon
3% spandex

Ivory White Cornflower

GreenNavy Khaki

Celeste



SEYCHELLES

We are so excited to present our first resortwear 
shorts! We have those plains or with a very dis-
creet geometrical pattern which is tone on tone. 
They are made mostly with cotton but also with a 
bit of spandex for elasticity and comfort. Equipped 
with a total of 5 pockets it makes this piece very 
convenient: 2 at the back with button, one in each 
lateral and a small one at the front. Elegant and 
comfortable, everyone should have at least one of 
those this summer.

97% cotton
3% spandex

Ivory White Shark Navy



South Beach

South Beach Polos are comfortable to wear and 
fit perfectly because of the cotton elastane fab-
ric composition. They have been garment dyed 
and enzyme washed to provide the “used” 
look. Subtle details which characterise this item 
are: The layered buttons have the colours of the 
French flag, and the logo engraved. The center 
button is attached with Fluor orange yarn. The 
collar has a stand with twill fabric on inside, fin-
ished with a herringbone tape.
Collar and sleeve opening finished with rib with 
2 thickened edges. On the chest, tone on tone 
logo embroidery. All seams are stitched with a 
lock-stitch, and inside, the splits are finished with 
herringbone tape. Available in a rainbow of co-
lours.

96% combed cotton
4% elastan

Navy

Coral Red SaharaKhaki Coffee

Fluor Orange

Ivory White Celeste

Cornflower

Lapis

Indigo

Smoked Pearl



acs

HEADQUARTERS :
S.B.M.T  BV | LISSERDIJK 48 | 2158 LV BUITENKAAG | THE NETHERLANDS

MAIL: SALES@RAMATUELLE.EU

RAMATUELLE NETHERLANDS
HANK SNEL | LISSERDIJK 48 | 2158 LV BUITENKAAG

MOBILE PHONE +31 653255749 TELEPHONE: +31 252 545057 | EMAIL: 
HANK@RAMATUELLE.EU

RAMATUELLE BELGIUM
4-YOU FASHION BVBA | Marie-Anne Rommel | Fashion Gardens - Firenze 115 | 

Atomiumlaan, PB92 | 1020 Brussel | Belgium | telephone: +32 473984981 | 
email: foryoufashion04@hotmail.com

RAMATUELLE GERMANY
PACIFIC FASHION CREW | Birgit Stötzner | Degerfeldstrasse 48 | DE-72461 Albstadt

Germany | telephone: +49 17642608823 | email: bs.tpfc@gmx.eu

RAMATUELLE FRANCE
ADR DISTRIBUTION | Denis Robert | Esc du Berouard 8 | FR-06130 Grasse | France

telephone: +33 612917737 | email: deniswilliamrobert@gmail.com

RAMATUELLE POLAND
Grzegorz Zalewski, Klodzka 9/7 | 57 - 200 Zabkowice | Slaski | Polska | telephone:
+48 717156172 | mobile phone: +31 621257560 | email: Grzegorz@ramatuelle.eu

RAMATUELLE AUSTRALIA & NEW ZELAND
THE SHADED PALM Pty | Andy Cameron | William Street 33 | 2021 Paddington NSW | 

Australia | telephone +61 404557510 | theshadedpalm@gmail.com

RAMATUELLE UNITED EMIRATES 
MXSPORT TRADING LLC | Wajdi Abdul Hadi | Office 515, Churchill Executive. Tower, 

Business Bay, POB 73083 |  United Arab Emirates | telephone +97 144473618 | 
contact@mxsport.ae

PHOTOGRAPHER: LODE GREVEN | SUNGLASSES: TAVAT EYEWEAR


